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Atomic Space Command is a multi-crew co-op/competitive spaceship combat game played in a Solar Arena. Our vision for this
game is to make it like when you were a little kid, playing with spaceship toys in your room with your buddies, putting them

together and flying them into battles!

*NOTE THIS IS A BETA VERSION* We are looking to work with fans to iterate the game and make it super extra
awesomesauce! But since it is early days we have a lot of things to fix and improve, so please don't be shy in sharing your

thoughts on the Atomic Space Command Steam Discussions.

The pricing reflects what we need to keep our small indie dev studio going, so please support us in these early days! THANK
YOU!

Features

You are an Atomic Overlord competing for the coveted Spice Atomic. Often teaming up with allied Atomic Overlords (your
friends), you field co-op armadas to battle across the solar system, build on planets, and extract Spice Atomics to claim victory!

Explore a solar system arena with up to 8 player-controlled ships on your team.

Compete in local and online co-op multiplayer gameplay.

Devise spaceborne strategies with ship crew management and simulation features.

Challenge other players in the PvP arena or fly solo in PvE.

Customize your ship with dozens of parts, a unique crew, and a variety of powerful Atomic Commanders.

Share command of a ship and its systems with a friend -- or brave the dangers of space alone.

Build bases on planets to expand and resupply your fleet.

Decorate your ship with tons of vanity items -- including trails, ship decals, snap-on decorations, and crew skins.
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The game is way more fun with friends, so have them sign up too!

We want to know what you think and what you'd like the game to become. You're welcome to stream the game and put
up videos. Just let people know that it's not done yet!

No, You Shut Up! is an independent game studio based in San Francisco Bay Area, California. We're a bunch of game
developers who've worked on The Sims, SimCity, Spore, Mass Effect, Sonic the Hedghog and numerous Adventure
Time Games. No, You Shut Up! is our name, but don't take it personally. Well, not this time anyway.
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Title: Atomic Space Command
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
No, You Shut Up Inc.
Publisher:
No, You Shut Up Inc.
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core i5 6600k

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti, AMD Radeon RX 480 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 350 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 10 compatible

English
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atomic space command

The most challanging puzzle game out there, super trolly, and good ragtime music. Personally, I prefer the ragtime music as it
fits this game compared to the CHIP01 and CHIP02 songs, Even though those are great n all the ragtime suits this classic
remake more!. I've only had a short go on it so far but first impressions are very good indeed. Initially i was a bit hesitant about
purchasing it due to the fast pace and that other games have made me feel motion sickness. This however did not. It's perfectly
comfortable and also very playable.

It's fast, leaning mechanic works very well. I found it better to play standing upright, I did try with knees bent in a more skiing
like position but that wasn't as good for control.

Lots of random obstacles to avoid and stuff going on.

Generally quite fun.

Buy it!. Lovely hidden object game. Pretty, colourful art with soothing ambient noise and music, it's definitely the kind of game
you would want to take your time playing.

I really like that the objects in the original locations are cleverly hidden, though I can't say the same for the recent update; it
seemed a lot easier and "rushed out". The art in the new locations is also a lot simpler compared to the older locations. But hey,
it's a free update, so I ain't complaining. Although, for new players, it might be better if you play the new locations first before
the older ones as a way to ease into the game.

Still, the pros outweigh the cons, would definitely recommend this unique little HO game for people who want to have a chill
time.. No energy system? What is this! Reminds me of Puzzle Quest in that you charge your minions attacks by matching
symbols to attack. Pretty addicting so far. And it's free.. Absolutely amazing, love this kind of game. Definite recommend..
Hard but awesome, very excellent retro, played best with d-pad. Constant crashes on Windows10. I can't understand why this
DLC is exist, it's supposed to part of base game

Unless you want customization, don't buy this DLC unless you plan to buy bundle edition
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First of all, this is one of the better "Choose your own adventure" games and I had a lot of fun with it.

BUT it seems to be way too ambitious for its own good. So much gear, so many skills, so many npcs, so many possibilities, and
the whole crafting aspect is HUGE but entirely useless. Either this game will have one big/2 smaller sequels or the entire
premise will be totally wasted.. tl;dr: Download the Free/Essential version first, before coughing up 55€ for the Pro.

Can't recommend at this stage, unless you're prepared to do a lot of your own implementation, or are going to bake your
animations to sprite sheets.

Most of the reference implementations are old and unfinished, the official "generic implementation" has been "coming soon"
for quite a while now. In general the dev teams' approach to implementation has been "if you build it, they will come". There are
a few okayish implementations available, but most are out-of-date and/or very unpolished.
Even though Spriter is now officially past the 1.0 mark, the software itself is also very unfinished (lacking proper hotkeys for
instance) and very few of the things that were "supposed" to happen after Spriter went gold have happened.

So if you're looking for something production ready to just drop in to your favorite game engine, I would rather recommend
Spine. It costs more, but is very polished, and has a bunch of very mature runtimes for a pletorah of engines. Our teams
graphics artist has Spine, but we couldn't afford a second license, which is why I went ahead and gave Spriter a try.

EDIT: Check out the developer's comment below about updated reference implementations and planned updates to the
software. I'll be checking out the C# implementation ASAP, and will amend my review based on that soon.. This was kind of a
fun game, I typically play these games on my phone. Simple puzzle games are great.

This one just didn't strike with me, but I rarely play gem games anymore.. Dead Sea is nothing but a scam to steal your money,
click this link to force the owners to give us back our money and make him/her take the game off steam. 
http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/dead-sea-should-be-taken-down. I'm ignoring the price for the review.
The Devil's minion is a boring character to play, without any real strong points.
The graveyard\/glade perk is nice, effectively allowing to teleport around the outer and middle regions, or to restore some fate.
There's really nothing more to it, just a random bonus in case you are around these 2 places.

The Spirit redirection is mainly for trolling, I would recommend at least have it be able to redirect to any region (no-inner).

I don't understand why preventing weapons\/armor was needed. It's really not such a powerful char to force these restrictions.

As for the price - I bought it for 0.49$ just for the sake of earning another achievement. I doubt I will ever play it again.. This
game has difficulty that isn't based on player performance, it's based off the fact that you are forced to take damage on every
turn, even if you block. This means if your RNG happens to give you 4 monsters in a row, you will basically be forced into
using all your hp pots right off the bat, or failing misreably because you can't beat even the first boss on level 1 without at least 2
pots. Not to mention that traps are very common, and you can even activate 2 traps on the same item, which is bullcrap. This
game is a waste of 8 dollars and it's not even in good english, don't buy this.
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